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Men at Work is a 2004 Hindi-language Action Crime motion picture written by Hriday Lani, Sanjeev Puri and Manoj Tyagi. The movie is directed by Madhur .Dhanyaleela Dhanyaleela (ಧಾನ್ಯಾಳೆಲ್), literally "honey honey", is a sweet, popular variety of rice found in villages of Kannur district,
Kerala, India. It is also known as manathila belela (IAST: manāthaţi bela) or manathila belela, and Manathila Jambava. It is a blackish grey color rice variety and has a mild and rich flavor. Locality It grows best in the garden region of Kannur (tea gardens and farms), Mangalore (rich in soil) and
Puttur. It is a highly nutritional crop as it contains vitamin B1 and B2, vitamin E, iron and manganese. This is a drought-resistant crop. Culture Dhanyaleela is generally prepared as a golden yellow colored cooked rice porridge on festive occasions like Idd-ul-Adha, Holi, Deepavali and Ugadi. It is
called "Sona". This porridge is usually prepared by boiling white rice in water mixed with ghee and flavored with saffron and cardamom (see Kannara kasagam recipe). It is also used to prepare various rice dishes. Dhanyaleela is one of the most famous varieties of rice in Kannur district. It is also
used to prepare different dishes, including "doodh", "vesara", "thoran", "muttai", and "kashua". References Category:Rice varieties Category:Kannur district Category:Cuisine of KeralaQ: Backbonejs view events not firing I have a trouble where I am using backbonejs view but I am not able to
trigger events (not binding methods). I am not able to figure out why. The moment I am binding the events to view and defining View's events like this, events are not firing. When I check in firebug and looked the network tab, I can see that the events are handled by backbonejs view but the view
itself
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